Community Accountability, Response & Emergency Services

Collaboration in support of safety on campus

CARES Response Team
212-854-3362
Answered 24 Hours
CARESTeam@barnard.edu

Community Safety
212-854-6666
Answered 24 Hours
communitysafety@barnard.edu

Nondiscrimination & Title IX
212-854-0037
Business Hours
nondiscrimination@barnard.edu

The CARES Response team operates a call line to provide intake and initial response for non-emergency needs.

Community Safety handles emergency calls for fire, security, threat, and/or urgent medical needs.

Contact this office with concerns of discrimination, harassment, or Title IX resources and response.

When in need of assistance and unsure of where to start, contact the CARES Response Team. Other non-emergency examples:

- Noise or disruption concerns
- Questions about building hours or access
- Assistance regarding non-life threatening injury or illness
- Interest in accessing campus wellbeing support for self or others
- Share observations or report suspicious circumstances
- Assistance with after-hours facilities needs
- Concern about an on-campus experience and seeking options for resources, intervention or response

Call CARES Response at 212-854-3362